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Brake System Bleeding

1. Apply the parking brakes by pulling the parking brake control knob (TW-11) out (or push lever up).
Check the fluid level in the brake pump reservoir.

2. Place chocks under the vehicle tires to prevent vehicle movement.

3. Fill the reservoir of the engine-driven brake pump with Motorcraft MERCON® ATF XT-2-QDX or
MERCON® equivalent fluid to level indicated by the dipstick.

4. Start the engine and run at normal curb idle speeds for two to three minutes to purge all air from the
lines in the system before the parking brake unitized valve (HR-1).

5. Pump the brake pedal several times.

6. Check the fluid level in the reservoir. If necessary, fill with Motorcraft MERCON® ATF XT-2-QDX or
MERCON® equivalent.

7. With engine running, cycle the parking brake hand control valve (TW-11) to the released and applied
positions five times, allowing 5-10 seconds between each position.

8. With the engine running, push the parking brake control (TW-11) knob in (or push lever down). Bleed
the left-hand spring chamber first by opening the bleed screw at the spring chamber allowing
hydraulic fluid from the chamber to run out. Continue until the hydraulic fluid from the chamber runs
clear and shows no signs of bubbles in the fluid (approximately 5-15 seconds). Close the bleed
screw. Do not allow the engine-driven brake pump reservoir to empty.

9. Check the fluid level in the reservoir. If necessary, add to the reservoir with Motorcraft MERCON®
ATF XT-2-QDX or MERCON® equivalent to bring the fluid level to approximately 76.3-88.9 mm (3.0-
3.5 inches) from the bottom of the reservoir.

10. Repeat above two steps for the right-hand spring chamber.

11. Check the fluid level in the reservoir. The fluid level should be approximately two to three inches from
the bottom of the reservoir. Add or remove fluid from the reservoir as necessary.

NOTE: If the reservoir is overfilled with the parking brake

released, fluid may be expelled through the reservoir overflow

tube when the parking brake is applied.

12. Pull the parking brake control (TW-11) knob out (or push lever up). Shut off engine.

13. Check the fluid level in the reservoir. Add or remove fluid from the reservoir as necessary to achieve
the level indicated on the dipstick.

YMMS: Jan 19, 2021
Engine: Cummins 6C SERIES N/A 6 CYL License:
VIN: Odometer:

1998 Ford F Series - F800
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Fig 28: Parking Brake System Circuit


